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QUAKE: UNBELIEVABLE! 
DARKLIGHT CONFLICT 

PANZER DRAGOON SAGA 
MARVEL SUPERHEROES SKYTARGET 





NEXT MONTH 
SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE continues its crusade to bring you the very best in 
cover disc entertainment... no crap, no "block-rocking beats" audio non¬ 
sense. just the very best in Saturn entertainment. Next month, SEGA SATURN 
MAGAZINE continues the full-on demo activities with a range nf games old 
and new, plus an exclusive chance to try out one of the most eagerly awaited 
Saturn games of the summer: the incredible Sonic Jaml 
As well as this playable bounty of awesomeness, we also have a vast range 
of non-playable marvellous videogames, the full list of which you'll find on 
this pagel This CD marks the beginning of a new wave of SSM demo discs 
and if you think what you see here is cool... well, what we have planned for 
the next few months WILL BLOW YOU AWAYII 







Touring Car 
Exclusive first shots! 
40% Complete demo debuts at E3 ■ Virtual On Conversion Squad on the case ■ All three tracks 
and four cars already in the Saturn game ■ AM Annex fully involved in the conversion work 
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Hot Saturn Titles 
Near completion 
E3 demos amazing conversions ■ Capcom’s Marvel Super Heroes and Street 
Fighter Collection are amazing ■ Ouake and Duke Nukem stun everyone! 

Marvel Super Heroes 

Ouake 

Sonic Jam 
or* 

Street Fighter Collection 

;t Fighter Fighter Alpha 2. Now, a lo 



E3 
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Get the Fox out of here! 
Fox Interactive continue and confirm their Saturn support ■ Alien Versus Predator deep in 
development as we speak ■ Argonaut's Super Mario 64 clone - Croc - shown on Saturn at the E3 

Two Game Shock 
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Saturn At E3: 
Quality over Quantity 
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Prepare to Enter... 
The Lost Woxld! 
Record-breaking movie comes to the Saturn ■ Super-smooth 3D polygon visuals ■ Awesome 
rendered visuals identical to PlayStation version ■ Soundtrack better than the movie! 



Jurassic Park 
Discovered in Arcade 

How did the Saturn Fare 
in the Greatest Video 
games show on Earth? 

“If anything, the once 

presence which could 

not fail to be missed 
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Vampire Savior 
* iHM 

Capcom’s Creature Feature comes home ■ Four new backgrounds ■ Incredible new Dark Force 
custom combo techniques ■ Yes! It’s exclusive to Saturn - no other home versions planned at all 



Five Star Games Policy: 
Cracking down on crap software 

Acclaim Back Away From Sega 
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Sported Out! 
Sega of America give sports titles maximum resourses ■ Three quality simulations on the way 
■ EA Sports still committed to Saturn - five new titles at least ■ But none shown at E3... boo! 

Five New Titles: EA Sports still on-board 
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KATS SATO INTERVIEW 
SONIC R PRODUCER SPEAKS TO SSM! 



FINISHED IT? DON’T LIKE IT? BORED WITH IT? 

THEN SWAP IT FOR A DIFFERENT ONE 

£5E==F— 
SWAPS 

£5 
playstation nc^HL^ 

SATURN' 

If you want to place an 
advertisement in Sega Saturn 

telephone Justin Wakeham 
on 01719726719 



ACTUA SPORTS 
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itv titles to come, MATT YEO takes a sneak peek at what our 
up norm are up to next. 

more 
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DUNGEONSAND DRAGONS 
Capcom return to the Saturn with yet another pixel-perfect arcade conversion... but this time the 2D masters have seen fit to convert 
TWO coin-ops for the price of one! 
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IDISCWORLD 2 
Most Saturn titles are stunning action-packed arcade games, so any "point-and-click" adventures out there better be something spe¬ 
cial to grab our attention. Will Discworld 2 have what it takes to tempt Terry Pratchett fans? 
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ARCADE'S GREATEST HITS 
Just like those groovy plimsoles and tracksuits from a few years ago, games which were once considered history are now back in 
demand and are the height of fashion with the youth of today. The latest cool revival is Midway's Arcade's Greatest Hits. 
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MARVEL SUPER HEROES 
SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE continues to get the best games first. We had Marvel Super Heroes exclusively last issue and guess what? 
We've got it again whilst our competitors haven't even seen it! How's that for service? 
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QUAKE 
SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE has followed this one right from the beginning with awesome coverage jealously coveted by our "competition". 
And here we are again with more EXCLUSIVE Quake activities! 
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LET’S HAVE A HEATED DEBATE 





Once again your trusty editor is here with the latest edition of 0*A. You 
remember: the most popular section of the mag, it would appear, judging by 
the sheer volume of mail we seem to get. What's more, this month we have 
some of the worst Q*A ever! So here are the responses, penned by good self 
along with Sega Overfiend Mark Maslowicz. Send all interesting queries to 
I'VE COT SOME VERY VERY INTERESTING QUERIES, 0+A+. SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, 
37-39 Millharbour, London E14 9TX. And awaaaaay we go! 
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SONIC JAM 
Can you believe it? Sonic's back in the first of two games this year that are set to blow Saturn owners away! Phase one is the awesome 
Sonic Jam, a surefire contender for best retro pack ever! 
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The awesome phase one of Project Sonic is now complete and is truly 
amazing. We can hardly wait to see what delights phase two will conjure up. 



DRAGON FORCE 
After what seems like an unbearable wait, Sega are finally ready to release Working Designs' Dragon Force. Dut after the awesome rev¬ 
elation that was Shining the Holy Ark can this strategy/RPG otter an equally impressive challenge? 



e that offers days, if not weeks, of playing poten 
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WIPEOUT 2097 
Those PlayStation "exclusives" keep on falling into the clutches of us Saturn owners! WipEout 2097 hits the Saturn this month and 
Resident Evil isn't too far behind. Rejoice! 

The speed and fluidity are nigh-on identical to the PlayStation version 
- the incredible feeling of speed and motion is exactly the sai 
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ISKY TARGET 
If the 2D sprite-scaling shenanigans of Afterburner weren't enough to capture your interest, feast your eyes upon Sega’s latest arcade 
conversion, dubbed the Afterburner for the nineties. 





PARKLIGHT CONFLICT 
Electronic Arts have let us down pretty badly In recent months with tat games such as NBA Live '97, FIFA '97 and the very poor 
Battlestations. And now they're back with... a pretty cool game? 





SEGA SATURN" tips 
While our esteemed editor has been sunning himself over in the good ol' US of A, those tips have been rolling ini As well as part two of 
our exclusive Shining the Holy Ark guide (courtesy of the Master himself) and the final levels of Hexen laid to rest, be sure to check 
out the Fighters MegaMix page for a couple of nifty secret characters. Oh, and make sure you keep those cheats and tips rolling in by 
sending them to: Sega Saturn Saturn Tips Section, 37-39 Mill Harbour, Isle of Dogs, London E14 9TZ 
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Q&A TIPS CENTRE 



















HEXEN GUIDE 3® E 
Will it ever end? That's what you're probably asking yourselves at this very moment. Fortunately the answer is yes, for this is the final 
part of our mammoth guide to the monster mash that is Hexen. So with a heavy heart, Stephen Fulljames dons his shiny Marks and 
Sparks chain mail and prepares to whup' demonic arse for the very last time. Sob. 











IPLAYERS GUIDES 

ESEfSErasssFUl 
Okay, we're not totally infallible you know and when it comes to minor hiccups, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE are 
big enough to admit when they've made an error. As a number of eagle-eyed readers have been quick to 
point out, our extensive Fighters MegaMix guides in issues #19 and #20 failed to mention Bean's moves. So 
this month we're printing the full player's guide for this devious duck as well as the methods required for 
selecting two other sneaky secret characters. How's that for customer service then? 
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Introducin 
SKULL FANG 






